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          Quelques aspects du taoi'sme tardif dans

             les manuscrits de Dunhuang Xnc

        Michel SoyMIE, Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes

  Il est bien connu que les manuscrits de Dunhuang sont, dans leur
immense majorit6, des manuscrits bouddhiques. Il est vrai qu'il y a

des materiaux non bouddhiques, mais il est le plus souvent possible
d'expliquer leur pr6sence dans les fonds de bibliotheque et d'archives

bouddhiques qui constituent la collection.

  Parmi les manuscrits non bouddhiques, une place particuliere doit

etre faite aux manuscrits taoiques. A la diff6rence des mat6riaux
bouddhiques, tres vari6s, ils ne nous donnent presque aucun rensei-

gnement concret sur la communaute taoique de Dunhuang. Les
specialistes pensent d'ailleurs que le taolsme a disparu, sous sa forme

organis6e, au plus tard lors de 1'arriv6e des Tib6tains b Dunhuang,
dans les ann6es 780. Ce n'est, bien entendu, qu'une hypothese.
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  A defaut de renseignements pr6cis, quelques mat6riaux apportent
cependant un certain 6clairage sur le taoisme effectivement pratiqu6

a Dunhuang. L'un d'eux est le ms. P. 3562VO. On peut le consid6rer

comme issu d'une communaut6 taoique ou d'un milieu social dont la
religion dominante 6tait le taoisme. C'est un recueil de 24 textes

divers, dont 12 sont des pridres ou modeles de prieres pour le repos

de 1'ame de certains defunts. En particulier, les 5e et 6e textes, pour

respectivement un maitre et une religieuse, sont clairement taoiques.
Les defunts y portent d'ailleurs des titres attest6s notamment dans
des "serments" taolques connus par des manuscrits dat6s. Le 18e
texte est plus surprenant. Il s'agit d'une priere lue lors d'une
" assemblee sans obstacle " oti se r6unissent des fideles laics des deux

religions. Mais la pr6eminence est attribu6e au taoisme.

  Le texte le plus int6ressant est le 7e, pri6re pour le 100e jour apres

le d6ces d'un moine ou d'une nonne bouddhiste. La priere est r6dig6e

ti 1'imitation fidele de celles des maitres taolstes qui la pr6cedent

dans le recueil. Cependant, le prologue est ici de caractere boud-

dhique, et quelques modifications mineures sont apport6es au texte.
La presence de cette priere pour des religieux bouddhistes dans un
recueil a coloration taoique, plus ou moins accentuee mais indiscutable,

suggere que le milieu taolsant dont il est un t6moignage n'6tait pas

referm6 sur lui-meme. D'ailleurs, le taoisme que nous font connaitre

les prieres parait tr6s fortement influenc6 par le bouddhisme.

  La date du recueil reste ind6termin6e. Je la crois relativement
tardive : fin du VIIIe siecle ou d6but du IXe, mais force est d'avouer

que la question n'est pas objectivement r6solue.

On the Literary Genre Ming $g in the IIan ?N:,

         VVei av and Six Dynasties t.:/;iX

       Takeshi KAMATANi, K6be University

  Ming, one of the many genres in Chinese literature, is believed to

have been developed during the latter Han Tklsu dynasty. However,

its origin can actually be traced much earlier to inscriptions on
bronzeware in the Chou re dynasty. In those days, bronzeware was
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only produced for special reasons because it was an invaluable metal,

and ming recorded the circumstances under which a bronzeware was
produced. Normally a piece of bronzeware was made to register the
conferment or ownership of territory. Such function gradually faded

out in the Ch'un-ch'iu giBSc period to give way to ming as a literary

genre for eulogical purpose.

  Wen-hsin-tiao-lung JiZ,beegE, a milestone of literary criticism in the

Six Dynasties JV,as, extolled the Chin ff poet Chang Tsai ee&'s Chien-

leo-ming fiIJueer because it included a chen ee to add specially the

function of admonition to ming. We can therefore deduce that other
mings of the time did not have the function of admonition as VVen-
hsin-tiao-lung praised Chang's attempt as an innovatory one. Actually

the function of admonition did not continue for very long. Pao Chao
tw,ff,l3.,, about a century and a half after Chang Tsai, laid more emp-

hasis on using ming as a means of expression or description of
Nature. His work Shih-fan-ming Ewtes was a clear example of such
an attempt. About another century later, in Yu Hsin reqiE's ming,

the tendency towards expression became even stronger. Similar
trend can also be seen in poetry.
  Pei Erp is a similar genre to nzing in terms of literary style. The

fundamental difference between them is in the material on which
they are engraved. While Pei can be carved on essentially any
stones, special attention must be paid to the origin of the stones or

bronze used in ming.
  It was Pan Ku PEma who contributed most to establishing ming as
one of the styles of literature in the Latter Han dynasty. His Feng-

Yen-jon-shan-ming ts?,t{EnigX&ther consisted only of thirty-five words,

however it had a preface which was more than seven times longer.
The preface contained a lot of historical details whereas the nzing

existed only as a summary at the end. This piece of ming was not
significant by itself. The point is rather in the preface and the

relation between the ming and the preface. Probably Pan-Ku was
the first to create this form with an elaborate and well composed
preface. And his work had become the standard form for ming and
Pei Perhaps he composed ming to demonstrate his versatile talents
not only in history or fu Rik, but also in ming.
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justifying his betrayal to the Ming Hfi dynasty were received warmly

at his time. One reason to explain this phenomenon was that he
was only one of the many intellectuals who had done so.

On Mao Tun fE
   the Description

      in Eclipse &

   Shigeto SAIGusA,

's Idea of Sex and

of Sexual Love

 VVild Roses

Kyoto University

  Mao Tun began his literary activity around the May Fourth
movement. He did not appear first as a novelist, but as awell-known
intepreter, critic and editor in China. In his youth he had showed

concern for such issues as women's liberation, sexual love and the

relation between literatrure and sex. Some of his more concrete
ideas were expressed in Sexual DescriPtion in Chinese Literature in

June 1927. Three months later he wrote Disillusion to establish
himself as a novelist. Interestingly, much more sexual descriptions

could be found in his earlier novels than in such later masterpieces

as Midnight or SPring Silleworms. By comparing his trilogy EcliPse
with some of the stories in his first anthology of short stories VVild

Roses, this study aims at explaining Mao Tun's idea of sexual des-

criptions in narratives and the actual techniques he himself employed

in his works.
  According to Mao Tun, the description of sex in literary work is
"to express morbid sexual desire, itself a kind of social and psyco-

logical disease worthy of studying ". He praised Guy de MouPassant's

style and technique which did not describe sex scenes, but emphasized

more on the logicas well as the content of the plot. His theory appa-
rently showed traces of naturalism, and he denied traditional Chinese

pornographies and demanded that more sexual literature should appear

in China. However, his own works did not seem to indicate his
philosophies. The idea of sexual intercourse as morbid disease which

Emile Zola suggested in his works IVana and Terese Requin had not

been dealt with in depth by Mao Tun. What he had depicted were
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The self-portrait of Lu You vetijf as reflected

        in Chien-nan-shi-kao G.[JliEikma

      Atsushi NIsHioKA, Kyoto University

  Lu You, an important poet in the Nan-Sung MfFi dynasty, is
known generally as a patriotic poet. However, if we would only go
through his works anthologized in the Chien-nan-shi-leao, we should

realize that the lavel of patriotism was too simplistic to give an
impartal view of the poet. When we deal with his poetry, the
most important aspect is not his political attitude, but rather his
self-portrait as a poet. Though he wished to fight against foreign
intervention, failures in advocation for war in Hsing-yuan fl-, the

frontier against the Chin f(bi, had crashed all his dreams to become

a warrior. He therefore remained a bitter poet who could only chant

of the sorrows and frustrations he met in Hsing-yuan.
  Assuming that half of Lu You's life had been spent under such
circumstances, I should proceed to analyzing his self-portrait in his

poetry. The most important and striking quality was undoubtedly
"leuang iE". The word kuang literally means madness, but in his
context, it would be more appropriate to understand it as an abnormal

or distorted existence.
  Lu You, whose patriotic spirit was strong and steadfast, repeatedly

referred to himself as the "leuang" man. He was very conscious
of the harsh reality he had to confront as well as the insanity
surrounding the Sung society. In this sense, the title "poet of
patriotism " was not a fair and impartial description.
  Patriotism was only one aspect in his works. The Chien-nan-shi-
leao had other transcedental illusionary dimensions made up of such

vivid images as dreams, butterfly, the unyielding warrior and the

montage of young and old age.
  As an alienated madman his existence was marginal, but he
established his identity as a poet under these insane circumstances.
  Lu You was perhaps the only poet who repeatedly described his life

in the rural area as a kind of "tai-Ping 1ÅqZIS (peaceful)" existence.

To most people of his time, the notion of peace could not be attained
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until the country restored its integral territory used to be dwelt by

the whole Han ge race. As Lu You protrayed himself as a "madman"
who deviated from social norms and values, he could therefore create

a kind of peace which became his own reality.

A Study on VVza Mei-ts'un SEIkklN (Part II)

     Ken KoMATsu, Toyama University

  The relation between VVu Mei-ts`un and Ch`ien Chien-i anst'thq' was

quite delicate. Apparently they were intimate friends, and VVu was
highly esteemed by Ch`ien. But if we examine VVa`s articles concer-

ning Chien's works, the actual purpose in these praises was more
Chien's way of justifying himself than giving honor to VVu. Even
though Wu had much respect for Ch`ien, his works revealed certain
bitter feelings of jealousy and dislike for Ch`ien. Ssu-le`u-t`i-yao PI]fi

eeff regards VVu's poem as written in the style of the Ch`u-T`ang-ssu-

chieh evfiUgee. What the Ssu-le`u-t`i-yao implied was that Wu's poems,

like those of the Ch`u-T`ang-ssu-chieh, possesed a unique rhythm
characteristic of the poet's personal style.

  Among all his works, the most popular pieces that VVu had written

were his long historical poems which had come to be known as the
Mei-ts`un-t`i ssN'we- style. These poems dealt with contemporary
issues and they therefore enjoyed a wide appeal to the people. In
his time, it was fashionable for narratives and dramas to depict
realistically historical and social matters, and VVu followed this trend

in his poems.
  Apart from the " Mei-ts`ten-t`i" style, VVu had also composed poems

using various formats, but he apparently did not have a good mastery

over short poems. In general, VVu's works were said to contain
abundant allusions. However, this was true only in the poems he
wrote as obligatory social etiquette. The poems which he wrote with
sincerity seldom showed traces of classical allusions. While his early

pieces indicated strong influences by the classical school, some of
his later works were much closer to the Sung Sll style.

  It might appear to be puzzling why Wa's poeMs which aimed at
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ordinary human desires, erotic sensations and physical pleasures in

sexual intercourse. Perhaps his actual idea of sex exceeded beyond

his theories of sexual intercourse as disease and distortion, thus
resulting in the impression that his works had trespassed the frame
of his theories.
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